Maths
In Maths we will be looking at:


P.E

Multiplication and Division (3 weeks)
solve one-step problems involving multiplication
and division, by calculating the answer using
objects, drawing pictures and arrays with the
support of the teacher.



In P.E we will be learning ball skills e.g.
correct holding of a ball, rolling balls and
simple passes.
Year 1 notices

Fractions (1 week)
To be able recognise, find and name ½ and ¼ of an
object, shape or quantity e.g. ½ of 8 is 4

English

The Secret Garden
Year 1- Summer 1

We will start the half term by reading the
classic tale Jack and the Beanstalk and writing instructions
on how to plant a bean like Jack.
The final two weeks of the half term
will be learning the story of the
Princess and the Pea and writing
our own version of the story.

Miss Fidler and Miss Johnston
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Thursday
Friday

Homework

Due in
Given out

Other important
things to
remember

Year 1 PE

P.E is on a Wednesday so please can you ensure their PE
kit is in school.
Children need to bring their home reading book into
school every day.
Please ensure your child has suitable clothes for them to
learn outside.

Key Dates
Bank Holiday: Monday 6th May
Half Term: 24th May – 3rd June

Day of the
Week

Please ensure all uniform and belongings are labelled with
your child’s name.

Thank you!
Topic- Secret Garden
Children will learn how to plant. a seed, and write a set of
instructions on how they did it for others to follow.
They will also learn the parts of a plant and flower and
when plants have grown which are deciduous or
evergreen.
Science
The children will be learning about the life and influence
of Sir David Attenborough. They will also learn about
human and physical geography features of their local
surroundings. Additionally they will learn about Van Gogh
and compare his artwork to Henry Moores.
ICT
We will begin to look at programmable toys and how to
make them move by giving them a set of instructions.

